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INTRODUCTION 

Pending before the Special Master are motions to exclude expert testimony pursuant to 

Fed. R. Evid. 702 and Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc., 509 U.S. 579 (1993), 

filed by plaintiff, Syncron Medical Ltd. ("Syncron"), and defendants, 111vasix, Inc. and Tomade 

MD Ltd. ("Invasix"). Illvasix seeks to exclude the testimony of Syneroll's damages expert Roy 

Weinstein and strike his expert repOlt. (D.J. 109 and 112.) Syneron s'eeks to exclude the 

testimony of Invasix's rebuttal damages expert W. Christopher Bakewell and strike his rebuttal 

damages report. (0.1.102.) A hearing on these matters was held on March 27, 2018. For the 

reasons discussed bclo~r., the Special Master fmds that certain fundamental and integral aspects 

ofMr. Weinstein's damages opinions are so inherently and patently tlawed that an exclusion of 

his entire damages testimony is warranted. I Accordingly, the Special Master recommends 

granting Invasix's Motion To Strike the expert report of Roy Weinstein CDJ. 109), denying 

Invasix's Motion To Strike portions ofMr. W'einstein's expert report pursuant to Fed. R. eiv. P 

37(c) (D.I. 112), and denying Syneron's Motion To Strike the expert report of Mr. Bakewell 

(D.!. 102) as moot. 

1 The Special Master finds that, due to the compound, integral, and tlmdamental nature of the 
errors in Mr. Weinstein's damages report, giving Mr. Weinstein leave to amend or supplement 
his opinion would essentially pennit Syneron a complete "do-over," which would require an 
additional deposition ofMr. Weinstein, an additional rebuttal report from Invasix, and possibly 
a new round of briefing related to Syneron's amended/supplemental report. Such a do-over 
would be unjust to Invasix, unless Syneron agrees to reimburse Invasix for the considerable fees 
and costs-that it will be incuned in connection with such a do-over. 

The Special Master finds that requiring such reimbursement oflnvasix would be walTanted as 
a condition of pennitting Syneron to resunect its damages expert, because a significant portion 
of Mr. Weinstein's opinion demonstrates a lack of respect for some of the most fundamental 
precepts of patent damages calculation, such as the need to properly apportion damages based 
on well-established principles, in an apparent effort to intlate the damages award. To reward 
such an attempt with a free do-over would be unjust to Invasix and would encourage future 
infractions. 
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